Call for Nominations
2022 Spencer Award for Sustainable Agriculture
Administered by the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture

The Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture is seeking innovative and dedicated individuals or groups who have helped sustain and support Iowa’s family farms to apply for the 2022 Spencer Award for Sustainable Agriculture.

The Spencer Award honors the beliefs, innovations and stewardship of Norman and Margaretha Spencer, who farmed near Sioux City for 40 years. The award was established in 2001 by an endowment from the Spencer Family, and is administered by the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture at Iowa State University. The 2022 award includes a cash prize of up to $2,000.

Purpose of the Award:
To recognize significant contributions to the advancement of ecological and economic practices that will make agriculture more sustainable and the family farm secure for the future, and to serve as a lasting memorial to Norman and Margaretha Spencer, who believed that it is the obligation of each generation to leave the world a better and healthier place for the next generation.

Selection Criteria:
• The candidate will have made significant contributions that will affect, influence and/or advance the ecological and economic stability of mainstream family farms in Iowa;
• The achievement(s) for which the award is given must represent significant research, technical or practical advancement or education; and,
• The candidate shall have demonstrated a continuing commitment to the sustainability of mainstream family farms.
• Candidates may be farmers, groups, graduate students or others who meet these criteria.

Deadline
Nominations must be postmarked by June 10, 2022 or emailed by midnight June 10.

Other Details
Complete the Nomination Form and return to the Leopold Center with two letters of support. Candidates may apply for the award or be nominated by someone else. Organizations are encouraged to submit nominations.

Questions? Contact Stephen J. Dinsmore, Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, 339 Science Hall II, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011; e-mail: cootjr@iastate.edu. See https://www.leopold.iastate.edu/spencer-award for past recipients.
Norman Spencer was born in 1918 on a Woodbury County (IA) farm, the same farm on which his grandfather had first tilled the prairie sod. Later his parents moved across the country road to a quarter section of the land. Margaretha Geiger Spencer was born in Homestead, Amana, in 1921. Although trained in the strict tradition of the Amana Church, she was in the first group of Amana children allowed to attend high school after the Amanas changed from a closed communal society. She also was in the first group to go on to college. Norman and Margaretha met at Iowa State University, where Norman graduated in 1940 with a degree in Agricultural Engineering, and Margaretha graduated in 1944 with a degree in Home Economics.

After Norman was discharged from the service in the South Pacific during World War II, the couple returned to the farm where Norman had been raised. He farmed the land until 1987. Farming was both vocation and avocation for Norman. He approached it as a business, as a science, and as an art. In the early 1950s he experimented with saving the runts in each litter of pigs and raising them for market by removing them from the sow and hand feeding them with formula. As a result, he could market one or two more pigs per litter than other farmers. His scientific bent lead him to experiment with altering the hours of light and darkness for livestock. This practice moved the sow breeding cycle forward so that their litters would be born – and would go to market – two months before most pigs. This allowed him to capture the high markets when demand exceeded supply rather than the low markets when gluts of spring pigs were ready.

Those two innovations were recognized in 1954 when he was named one of Iowa’s 10 Master Swine Producers. The same unique vision caused him to quit hog production two years later and turn to growing turkeys – a much trickier animal to raise successfully. He realized that any farmer could copy his innovations in hog raising, and he wanted to do something where thought and judgment would give him more of a competitive advantage.

Before the words “organic farming” had been coined, Norman developed ways to use nature’s own defense mechanisms instead of the pesticides, herbicides, and antibiotics upon which other farmers increasingly depended. While others – often unsuccessfully – attempted to fend off epidemics in their turkeys with heavy, continuous doses of antibiotics, he prevented epidemics by moving his turkeys to clean ground before any epidemic could get started. And while other farmers had their corn flattened by corn borers, Norman’s crop stood tall because he didn’t use herbicides that killed the corn borers’ natural predators.

He used only enough nitrogen and fertilizer so that in an average year it supplied the nutrient needs of his crops. Other farmers used more, so that in the unlikely event that the other key ingredients of the crop – sunlight and rainfall – turned out to be perfect, they would get the maximum possible production. Perhaps one year in 10, he didn’t have the highest yield in the area. Ten years out of ten, he had lower costs and more profit than his neighbors. By the time he quit farming, most farm wells and many rural town wells in Iowa were unsafe for drinking because the excess nitrogen most farmers applied had polluted the groundwater. Norman had the water in his farm’s well tested the year he sold it. The water met clean drinking water standards.

Throughout his career, Norman maintained an active relationship with Iowa State University’s College of Agriculture. He was on a first-name basis with the dean of the college and various professors. He learned from them, and they learned from him. By the end of his career, he believed that the college had put too much emphasis on bigger and more expensive machinery, requiring larger farms. There was more emphasis on greater capital investments than young farmers could muster, and increased use of herbicides and pesticides. He wrote a scathing letter to the dean, lambasting the college for having imperiled the family farm by research and writing, funded by the major implement and chemical manufacturers.

Nearly a year later he was at a meeting where the dean was in attendance. He avoided the dean; unsure they were on speaking terms. The dean approached him from across the room, greeting him, “Norman, I want you to know we took your letter seriously. You are right that we need to refocus where we are going. We’ve just gotten $2 million from the legislature to start a center for the family farm, where we intend to focus on the issues you have raised.” That center became the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture.

Norman believed that a farmer does not really own his land; it belongs to God, and he is at most its steward for his generation. He also believed that his last act of stewardship was to place the land in the hands of its next steward. Although his land had been farmed by his father and grandfather before him, when Norman got ready to leave the family farm, he refused to sell it to either of his children. He knew that their lives were elsewhere, and that they would necessarily be absentee landlords.

Norman thought the best stewards were those who farmed their own land. He sold the farm to a young farmer with ideas about how to operate it better. The winter before he sold the farm, as his next-to-last act of stewardship, Norman had a bulldozer rebuild the terraces that protected the hills from erosion. That was an investment usually amortized over 20 years, from which he would see no return. It was one bit of extra security, however, that the next steward would at least meet his minimum standards.

While Norman farmed, Margaretha was a homemaker in the broadest and best sense of the word. The “home” she made was not just for her family, but also for the larger community and the state. Uncounted community projects were advanced because of her leadership. She was a founding board member of the Iowa State University Home Economics Alumni Association and served 10 years on the board. In 1971, Margaretha received the Siouxland Iowa State University Key Award for service to the university and her community. In 1976, she received the Iowa State University Helen LeBaron Hilton Award for her contribution to the College of Home Economics.

Norman and Margaretha’s children, Robert Spencer, DVM, and Elaine Spencer (both 1971 ISU graduates), created the Spencer Award in Sustainable Agriculture. This award is to recognize significant contributions to the advancement of ecological and economic practices that will make agriculture sustainable, and the family farm secure for the future. It is meant as a lasting memorial to their parents’ central belief that it is the obligation of each generation to leave the world a better and healthier place for the next generation.
2022 Spencer Award Nomination Form

Name of person nominated
An individual or a group may be nominated. If a group is being nominated, please provide contact information for a representative of that group.

Name: ____________________________________________

Mailing address: ____________________________________

Home phone: ___________     Daytime phone: _______     E-mail: ______________

Tell us your story.
Answer these questions on a separate sheet, not to exceed two pages.

1. Why are you nominating this person for the award? (If this is a self-nomination, Why should you receive this award?)

2. What has the candidate done that has made significant contributions that affect, influence and/or advance the ecological and economic stability of mainstream family farms in Iowa. These accomplishments could be:
   a) Practical improvements that advance the health of the land and its human and wild communities in a family-owned farming operation that could be replicated by others (include field work data and a description of results as an attachment),
   b) Research in sustainable or regenerative agriculture or related fields that addresses a significant economic or ecological challenge facing Iowa farmers (if the project resulted in a publication or thesis, include a copy of the article or thesis abstract as an attachment),
   c) Educational and/or leadership activities or other work that have improved or have potential to improve the sustainability of family-owned farming operations (please provide a detailed description and other necessary attachments).

3. What makes these accomplishments significant?

Letters of support
Provide two letters of support for this nomination. If the nominee is a farmer, at least one letter of support should come from the local NRCS office, district soil commissioner, private crop consultant, extension specialist or other professional who is familiar with the nominee’s farming operation. The letters of support must be included with the nomination materials.

Return information
Nomination materials must be postmarked by June 10, 2022. Send to:

Stephen J. Dinsmore
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture
339 Science Hall II/ Iowa State University
Ames, IA  50011

E-mail submissions also are accepted through June 10, at: cootjr@iastate.edu
Do you know someone who is working to preserve the future of the family farm in Iowa?

The Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture is looking for people who put Aldo Leopold’s land ethic into practice, or people who are helping others follow exemplary stewardship through their education, leadership or research. Nominate someone you know for one of Iowa’s best-known awards in sustainable agriculture!

Spencer Award for Sustainable Agriculture – Recent Recipients

2018: Paul Johnson and Seth Watkins
2019: Paul Mugge
2022: ? Help us find the right person or group!

LEOPOLD CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
339 Science Hall II
Iowa State University
Ames, IA 50011